furReal SPRING 2019 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
Hasbro’s FURREAL brand brings magical connections to life with its newest family of companions, where there’s a
perfect pet for every child. For kids that are looking for a puppy pal to walk on the go, FURREAL has the perfect pet for
every child. Featuring lifelike movements, responses and personality, kids will love to play and imagine with their new
friends creating a bond and companionship they’ll remember for years to come.
New FURREAL products for Spring 2019 include:
FURREAL WALKSALOTS BIG WAGS Assortment
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Pet walkers wanted! What's more fun than walking a pet? Walking lots of them! FURREAL WALKSALOTS pets feature a
connectible system that lets kids walk one pet, or their favorite pack! These cuddly pets come with a two-part
detachable leash to walk your pet across the floor as well as a connector to add up to two WALKSALOTS LIL’ WAGS pets
(sold separately). Push your pet along by its leash and it’ll move forward with its wobbling head, signature bouncy walk,
and spring-activated tail motion. They also make adorable pet sounds and funny noises, making the walk feel that much
more real. Shall we take a stroll around the house? Sounds like fun! Includes pet, leash (2 pieces), handle, connector,
and instructions. Available at most major retailers nationwide.
FURREAL WALKSALOT BIG WAGS UNICORN CAT Toy
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Pet walkers wanted! What's more fun than walking a pet? Walking lots of them! FURREAL WALKSALOTS pets feature a
connectible system that lets kids walk one pet, or their favorite pack! This fantastical, rainbow-hued unicorn cat comes
with a detachable leash to walk her across the floor, as well as a connector to add up to two WALKSALOTS LIL’ WAGS
pets (sold separately). Push her along by her leash and she’ll move forward with her wobbling head, signature bouncy
walk, and spring-activated tail motion. She also makes catlike sounds and magical sounds, making the walk all the more
amazing! Shall we take a stroll around the house? Sounds like fun! Includes pet, leash (2 pieces), handle, connector, and
instructions. Available at most major retailers nationwide.
FURREAL WALKSALOTS LIL’ WAGS Assortment
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Pet walkers wanted! What's more fun than walking a pet? Walking lots of them! FURREAL WALKSALOTS pets feature a
connectible system that lets kids walk one pet, or their favorite pack! These sweet little pets come with a short leash for
tabletop walks and, as you push them, they move along with their signature bouncy walk and spring-activated tail
motion. LIL’ WAGS leashes connect at the handle, so kids can walk their pets together. (Each pet sold separately.) And
there are all kinds of LIL’ WAGS pets – puppies, a panda, and more! Also look for WALKSALOTS BIG WAGS pets (sold
separately), which come with a long leash and connector so kids can build their ultimate pack. Shall we take a stroll
around the dining-room table? Sounds like fun! Includes pet, leash, handle, and instructions. Available at most major toy
retailers nationwide.
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